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Why HH resonances?
In the SM, the Higgs field generally couples to every other field
– Exception: gauge fields under which it isn’t charged (gluon, photon)
– Φ†Φ is dimension-2 and a singlet under all SM symmetries

For a BSM theory with a new field X, it’s difficult to avoid interactions with H
– Usually only a manually-inserted symmetry will prevent this.
– Example for boson X: Lint = gΦ†ΦX†X (plenty of other structures possible, depending on model)

X

H

H

Interactions like this end up 
ubiquitous in BSM models
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Experimental Overview

HH itself has many decay modes. 
Which ones to search in?

– A complicated trade-off between 
signal rates, mass resolution, 
backgrounds, ease of triggering…

– It turns out that some of the best are 
bbγγ, bbττ, and bbbb. Today I’ll 
present these.

– This doesn’t mean all others are 
necessarily bad: we just don’t currently 
have resonant results on them.
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Current status at ATLAS

A summary of ATLAS full Run 2 results on resonant di-Higgs production:

Decay channel Reference Release date

bbγγ Phys. Rev. D 106 (2022) 052001 22 Dec 2021

bbττ arXiv:2209.10910 22 Sep 2022

bb  (merged ) ττ ττ JHEP 11 (2020) 163 29 July 2020

bbbb Phys. Rev. D 105 (2022) 092002 15 Feb 2022

Combination ATLAS-CONF-2021-052 16 Oct 2021

We also have several results on non-resonant di-Higgs production
– Some included in these papers
– Jason Veatch will cover these in his talk later this session

Not discussed 
today

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.106.052001
https://arxiv.org/abs/2209.10910
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP11(2020)163
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.105.092002
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2021-052/


HH bb→ γγ
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HH bb : Overview→ γγ
The bbγγ final state is very clean, but has low branching fraction (~0.26% in SM)
– Very statistically limited, and will remain so for a long time to come
– Photon triggers allow good reach to low masses
– We cover resonance masses up to 1 TeV with this channel

Method: Use two BDTs to cut away background, then fit the mγγ distribution
– One to discriminate vs. H→γγ and one to discriminate vs. everything else (smooth mγγ)
– Each BDT is trained across all signal masses, reweighted to remove bias.

● Different cut values optimized for each signal mass.

– Input features are a broad set of kinematic variables: momenta, masses, angles (but not mγγ)
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HH bb : Background modelling→ γγ
H  background→γγ  taken from MC simulation
– Fit mγγ distribution to a double-sided Crystal Ball to smooth stat fluctuations
– ZH and ttH contributions are dominant

“Continuum”  backgroundγγ  modeled as an exponential function in mγγ

– Limited stats mean this is sufficient despite its simplicity
– Potential bias (“spurious signal”) accounted for with systematic uncertainties

This procedure is repeated for every signal mass hypothesis
– Different BDT optimization means different events are selected in each case
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HH bb : Results→ γγ
Data are consistent with the background model.

300 GeV selection 500 GeV selection
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HH bb : Results→ γγ
Set cross section limits using narrow scalar resonance as benchmark 

Statistical uncertainties dominate 
the sensitivity by a wide margin



HH bb→ ττ
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HH bb→ τ : Overviewτ
Higher branching fraction (~7.3% in SM) than bb , but γγ bigger and more complex backgrounds
– We consider the semi-leptonic (τlepτhad) and fully-hadronic (τhadτhad) cases in this search.
– Resonance masses up to 1.6 TeV covered here

Method: Select signal-like events using object-based cuts, then use a neural network (NN) to 
construct a discriminant, which we then fit.
– NN input features are kinematic variables (momenta, masses, angles)*
– NN is parameterized on mHH for optimal performance across the whole range

Complex trigger strategy using a mixture of hadronic single-/di-  triggersτ  and lepton/lepton+  τ
triggers
– Separate event categories constructed according to these, as background composition varies

* Full list in backup slides
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HH bb→ τ : Background modellingτ
Backgrounds are estimated using a mix of simulation and control samples in data:
– Top with real τhad: Use MC simulation
– Top/multijet with fake τhad: Use a “fake factor” method to extrapolate from control regions

● See paper for details, but broadly this involves inverting the  ID and/or other cuts for samples enriched in “fakes”τ

– Z + heavy flavor: Use MC simulation, but correct it using a data control region with Z  ll selection→
– Other small backgrounds (single Higgs, diboson, etc.): Use MC simulation

Example: fake τhad 
estimation scheme for 
semi-leptonic channel
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HH bb→ τ : Resultsτ
Data are consistent with the background model.
– Example below shows the 500 GeV signal mass hypothesis

SLT = Single Lepton Triggers LTT = Lepton + (hadronic) Tau Triggers

Fully Hadronic Semi-leptonic
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HH bb→ τ : Resultsτ
Set cross section limits (same narrow scalar resonance benchmark as bb )γγ

Comparable sensitivity between 
τlepτhad and τhadτhad

Statistical uncertainties dominate 
the sensitivity (but systematics not 
quite negligible)

Excess at ~1 TeV has a global 
significance of 2.0σ



HH bb→ bb
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HH bbbb: Overview→
bbbb has the highest branching fraction (~34% in SM), but the largest background
– QCD cross sections are big, even for 4 jets after b-tagging requirements!

Depending on the resonance mass, the detector signature can be 4 “resolved” jets 
or 2 merged (“boosted”) ones.
– We treat both cases at ATLAS, for mass coverage up to 5 TeV.
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HH bbbb: Resolved Strategy→
1. Select events with 4 b-tagged jets* (pT >40 GeV, so we can trigger on them)

2. Pair these jets into 2 Higgs boson candidates
– Boosted decision tree trained on simulated signal to distinguish correct pairs from incorrect ones
– Input variables: angles between the jets. Parameterized on the 4-jet invariant mass

*Anti-kt clustering, R=0.4, Particle Flow inputs. 77% eff. b-tagging WP

3. Construct a signal region based on the H candidate
    masses
– Also construct adjacent “control” and “validation” regions for 

estimating background

4. Construct background model and fit mHH spectrum to
     search for a resonant bump
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HH bbbb: Boosted Strategy→
1. Select events with 2 large-R jets* (one with pT > 450 GeV, so we can trigger on it)

2. b-tag them using variable-radius subjets constructed from their associated tracks
– At very high resonance masses, even these get merged. Therefore, also keep events with only 2 

or 3 b-tagged subjets in their own separate categories.

3... The rest of the procedure follows the resolved strategy closely

*Anti-kt clustering, R=1.0, locally-calibrated calorimeter cluster inputs, trimmed (R=0.2, 5% threshold)

“Low-tag” control 
samples for 
background modeling
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HH bbbb: Background modelling→
Background is overwhelmingly pure QCD. Can’t model with simulation!
– Use a data-driven method using a control sample with fewer b-tags (QCD is flavor-blind)
– Top pair background is nontrivial (5-10%) in the boosted channel, so MC is used for that.

Use the control regions to derive an extrapolation from low-tag to high-tag 
regions. Apply this to low-tag signal region equivalent.
– Resolved: Neural network with jet kinematic inputs is used to derive reweighting
– Boosted: High-tag/low-tag ratios of kinematic variables are fit with splines
– Check CR closure and accuracy in VR to estimate uncertainties on this extrapolation
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HH bbbb: Results→
Data consistent with background.
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HH bbbb: Results→
Set cross section limits on benchmark models: generic narrow scalar produced in ggF, and RS graviton

Dominant uncertainties are statistical in origin, even at low mass.
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The big picture
We’ve continued to tighten constraints on HH resonances

Global significance of largest excess is 2.1σ
Each of the 3 decay channels is the most sensitive 
in a different mass range: good complementarity
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Summary

ATLAS has searched for HH resonances with the full Run 2 dataset in the 
bbγγ, bbττ, and bbbb channels
– Data are consistent with the Standard Model in all cases
– Largest excess is 2.1σ (global) at 1 TeV

All channels are statistically-limited, especially at high mass
– This doesn’t mean waiting for more data is the only thing to do!
– Ways to reduce background (e.g. better mass resolution or b-tagging discrimination) will 

always bring improvements. Performance work is crucial to our success!

With Run 3 underway, we’re looking forward to doing this better than ever!



Backup
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HH bb :→ γγ  Event selection
Quality & isolation
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HH bb :→ γγ  BDT input variables
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HH bb :→ γγ  Uncertainty breakdown
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HH bb→ τ : Changes from preliminary resultτ

No substantive changes to methodology. We’ve made a few 
minor improvements and made more information available:
– Updated parton shower uncertainties on signal to more precise estimate

– Updated to newer, improved b-tagging calibration

– Added calculation of global significance for largest excess

– Updated validation region plots with dedicated systematic uncertainties

– Added further supplementary material on the fake tau background 
estimate and systematic uncertainty effects
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HH bb→ τ : Event selectionτ
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HH bb→ τ : Acceptance by channelτ
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HH bb→ τ : BDT input featuresτ
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HH bb→ τ : Signal mass resolutionτ

N.B. These signals are overlaid on the non-resonant background model
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HH bb→ τ : Uncertainty breakdownτ
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HH bbbb→ : Signal acceptance
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HH bbbb→ : Kinematic reweighting inputs

Input features for the neural network that learns the resolved 2b  4b reweighting:→
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HH bbbb→ : Boosted mass plane
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HH bbbb→ : Uncertainty Breakdown
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